Cable Scarf with Seed Stitch.
Designed by Graciela C. Worth

This pattern is only for your personal use.
Level Intermediate. Uses: e-wrap, purl , seed stitch, cables, Lucet cats on.
Materials:
Regular Gauge, board or rake. I used the Décor Accents Scarf Board.
Yarn: 8 oz. Caron, Simply Soft. Color: Grey Heather 9742
2 stitch holders on different colors.
1. Lucet cast on 20 pegs.
Note: pegs, 1, 2,3, 4 & 5 will be work on seed stitch; pegs 6,7, & 8 will be always purl;
pegs 9, 10, 11 12 will be always knit or e-wrap; pegs 13, 14 & 15 will be always purl;
pegs 16, 17, 18, 19 & 20 will be seed stitch.
2. First row and all odd rows: k, p, k ,p ,k, purl next 3 pegs, knit next 4 pegs, purl next 3
pegs, then k, p, k, p, k.
3. Second row and all even rows: p, k, p k, p next 4 pegs, knit next 4 pegs, purl next 4
pegs, k, p, k, p.
Note: Cables will be work every 5th row. On all rows ending on 5 ( 5, 15, 25 and so on)
cables will be work to your left. On all rows ending on 0 cables will be work to your
right. That is why I used 2 different color of stitch holders; in my case blue and
yellow, I always used the blue for the stitches that will be move first.
4. How to make the cables: On rows ending with 5: keep the pattern as row 1 for the first
8 pegs of your work. Using the Blue stitch holder. Put the stitch on peg 9 on the picking
tool, if working on e-wrap untwisted the stitch and transfer to blue holder, repeat with
peg 10. On the same manner transfer peg 11 & 12 to yellow holder. Now transfer the st.

from blue holder to peg 12 & 11 and the st. from Yellow holder to pegs 10 & 9.
On rows ending with 0: Keep the patter as row 1 for the first 8 pegs of your work. Using
the Blue st. Holder: put the st on peg 12 on the picking tool, if working on e-wrap
untwist the stitch and transfer to blue holder, repeat with peg 11. On the same manner
transfer pegs 9 & 10 to yellow holder.
Now transfer the st. from blue holder to pegs 9 & 10 and st. from yellow holder to pegs
11 & 12.

5. Repeat till row 159.
6. Repeat row 2 and cast off.
Pictures of how to-Cables

I always mark one peg on the board with a contrasting yarn, that will be facing me and on
my left, so if I put the board/ rake down it always tells me how it should be, also if I am
going to the right of it I am on an even row, if I am going toward it I am on an odd row,
just a double check on things.

Untwisting the stitch to put on the stitch holder.

Placing st. on st. holder.

Second st. on st. holder.

Now into yellow holder.

They are on both holders.

Going back to the pegs.

There goes the blue ones.

And last goes the yellow now
knit the next row and the magic of cables is done.

